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PREFACE

Russian poetry holds a high place in the world's

literature of the nineteenth centur}^ and its future

development ma}^ be awaited with confidence. The
Russians are an imaginative race, and their melodious

flexible tongue is rich in poetical words, while a tradi-

tional wealth of folk-songs and tales, as well as the

stirring history of their country, supplies Russian poets

with ample material for their craft, besides what they

may take from the storehouse of Western Europe.

At first imitative and falsely classical, the poetry of

Russia in the hands of Pushkin and his great successors

becomes both original and national. We in Britain,

the friends of Russia and her arts, should therefore

learn to know and love the works of Russian poets,

even as Byron, Scott, and Shelley have claimed not a

few of their admirers and disciples over there.

If this little book can do anything to introduce

British readers to such a course of study, the editors'

object will have been gained. Apart from the beauty

of the poems themselves, the perusal of verse has a

recognized value in fixing the grammatical forms and

the stress-accents in the pupil's mind, especially if

some of the poems be learnt by heart.

The choice has been restricted to fairly easy ex-
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amples of no great length, while full explanations are

given in the notes. A short record of the author's life

and works has been supplied in every case; and it is

hoped that the student, after working through the

present collection, will be ready for wider reading on

his own account.

A. E. S.

H. J. W. T.
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INTRODUCTION

Russian Poetry in the Eighteenth Century

When Russia, under the rule of Peter the Great,

adopted the culture and institutions of Western Europe,

a corresponding movement arose for the creation of a

Russian literature based on Western models.

The founder of the new Russian literature was
Michael Lomonosov (1714-1765). He was born near

Archangel, the son of a poor fisherman. In 1730 he

ran away from home to Moscow. There he fell into

good hands, was recognized as a boy of promise, and
admitted to the classical academy. He studied at

Petrograd and abroad, and showed himself equally

a master of literature, natural science, and grammar.
He became chief of the physical and geographical

department of the Russian Academy. Owing to his

many-sided and vast learning, he was called by Pushkin
" our first Russian University." On the side of litera-

ture, he was the originator of the literary speech of

modern Russia. He rejected the traditional Church
Slavonic in favour of the living tongue of his day,

which he purified from many foreign elements and en-

riched from Slavonic. He founded Russian grammar
and established the laws of versification. Besides all

this, he was a prolific writer, composing verses and
ix
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plays, besides speeches and treatises of various kinds.

Although he had power and dignity in his writings,

he was neither a true poet nor a genuine playwright;

but his work, in showing the capacities of the

language and in fixing its laws, has been of vast

importance.

Nearly all the poetry of the eighteenth century,

being derived from the West, consisted of odes, epi-

grams, and satires. The chief satirist of the time

was Kantemir (died 1744). All this literature is

marked by stiffness, artificiality, and painful imitation

of classical models. In other words, it is an imported

product: the language is Russian, but the form and

substance are Western.

After Lomonosov, other poets continued in the same

style. Tretiakovski (1703-1769) was a voluminous

writer in many styles of poetry, but with little talent.

Sumarokov (1718-1777) wrote tragedies in the manner

of Racine. Literature flourished in the reign of

Catharine the Great (1762-1796). The Queen herself

was an authoress, and literary men thronged to her

court. French influence was predominant, Voltaire

being specially admired in Russia. The chief poet of

this age was Derjavin, the composer of numerous

odes—some religious, others in praise of the Empress

and her generals and statesmen. Less exalted in style

than Lomonosov, he has rather more poetical feeling.

He said of himself that he was " the first who sang in a

pleasing tone, who spoke of God in simplicit}^ of heart,

and told truth to monarchs ' smilingly.'
"

The verse of the eighteenth century, though not

without merits, has been overshadowed by the master-

pieces of the early nineteenth, and is little read at the

present time.
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The Nineteenth Century.

1. Juk6vski (1783-1852) introduced the romantic

movement into Russian literature. He translated

freely from British, French, and German poets, and thus

helped to diffuse the new tendencies in his own country.

His style, though polished, is much easier and more

natural than his predecessors', marking a further stage

in the emancipation from classical convention. His

fancy is mystical and inclined to melancholy.

2. Krylov (1768-1844).—This great Russian fable-

writer has enjoyed world-wide fame, and his works

have been translated into most European and many
Asiatic languages. He began by writing comedies in

the French style; and even many of his fables are

adapted from La Fontaine. But this does not impair

Krylov's originality. He knew the beasts of farm and

forest from his own observation; he understood the

weaknesses of his fellow-countrymen, and his accounts

of them are full of good-natured irony and pith.

Breaking finally with Slavonic traditions, he used the

language of the people with remarkable force and

effect. His fables are a classic in every Russian

school.

3. Alexander Pushkin (1799-1837) was the son of

a landowner of the Pskov district, but was parti}' of

African descent. His genius showed itself at an early

age. It is said that in 1815 Derjavin, then a white-

haired old man, came to examine the Lyceum of

Tsarskoie Selo. Some of the boys recited to Derjavin

his own verses; then young Pushkin, one of the pupils,

was called up and recited an original poem in his

praise. Derjavin was so entranced by the poem that
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he wanted to embrace Pushkin, and at once recognized

him as his own greater successor.

The judgment of mankind has more than confirmed

this opinion, and Pushkin is now admitted to be one

of the world's greatest poets. The chief of his early

works which first brought him fame was " Ruslan and
Ludmila," a fairy-tale versified in popular style. The
poet was already well known when he became impli-

cated in the Decembrist movement (1826), and being

suspected of revolutionary ideas, was banished first

to the Caucasus and then to his father's estate. The
romantic scenery of the mountains had a deep effect

on the poet's imagination; while in the retirement of

the country he listened to the tales of his old nurse

and came to know intimately the peasant tales and
peasant speech of his country. Several of these tales

he has worked up into charming ballads, the best

known being that of " Tsar Saltan." Pushkin was

also influenced by Byron, and his longest poem,
" Eugene Onegin," is, at least in form, an imitation

of " Don Juan." In reality, however, Pushkin has

produced a novel in verse, not merely a satirical epic.

Onegin, the pleasure-sick, useless, melancholy noble,

is a type often recurring in Russian literature, but

nowhere drawn with more pathos and insight than

here. So, too, Tatiana, the impulsive, romantic,

fearless heroine, has been the forerunner of many of

the characters of Russian fiction. The setting of the

story is intensely Russian. Pushkin's humour never

sinks into bitterness, and his humanity redeems the

tragedy of life from despair. In lyrical pieces he is

unsurpassed for grace and tenderness. He also wrote

several short stories in prose, the most important being

the " Captain's Daughter," an episode in the revolt of
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Pugachov (1770-1775). Besides this, he composed a

historical play, " Boris Godunov." Pushkin was

fatall}^ wounded in a duel in 1837.

4. LERMONTOV (1814-1841).— Born at Moscow, the

son of an officer of partly Scottish descent, Lermontov

early lost his mother, and was brought up by his

grandmother. He was educated by tutors, and grew

up a strong, courageous boy, fond of all sport, but also

a good artist and a bright scholar. At sixteen he

visited the Caucasus with his grandmother; and this

majestic scenery made a lasting impression on his

mind. He returned to finish his education at the

University of Moscow, but was expelled for causing

a disturbance. He then removed to Petrograd, and in

1831 entered the School of Guards for training as an

officer. By this time he was well known as a poet,

but had also gained the character of a proud and taci-

turn young man. On becoming an officer, he lived

for some time in the society of the Capital, and pub-

lished numerous poems. In 1837 his writings brought

him under the suspicion of the Government; he was

transferred from the Life Guards to a regiment of

Dragoons and ordered to the Caucasus. But on the

plea of his grandmother he was recalled, and reinstated

in 1838. In 1840 he was sent back to the Caucasus in

consequence of a duel, and took part in the war against

the hill-tribes. Being granted sick-furlough, he with-

drew to the watering-place of Piatigorsk, where he was

killed in another duel.

Lermontov, like Pushkin, was deeply influenced by

Byron, to whose ironical and cynical temper he had an

affinity. Pechorin, the central character in "A Hero

of our own Time," Lermontov's chief prose work, is
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another Russified Don Juan, this time not an aimless

drifter, but a reckless adventurer, a mischief-maker,

and a breaker of hearts. The account is not, of course,

entirely autobiographical, but it reflects some of the

bitterness evident in the poet's letters and other

writings. We see an intense feeling for beauty, both

visible and spiritual, striving with an aching despair,

obstinately hidden under a hard and cold exterior.

Lermontov's lyrical gift is of the highest order; his

style and versification are perfect. His most important

poem " The Demon," is based on a Caucasian legend,

in which Tamara, a princess, is tempted by the Prince

of Darkness after the death of her bridegroom. The

poet is at his best in this wild romantic scenery, and

his depiction of landscape is unsurpassed. An equal

charm pervades his shorter poems, of which a few

examples are given below.

5. A. V. KoLTSov (1808-1842)—the " Russian

Burns "—was born at Voronej. His father was

wealthy, but uneducated and coarse. He was a cattle-

dealer, and wanted his son to be the same. He took

his son away from school before he had finished his

course. The boy was very fond of books and poetry,

and bega:! at a very early age to write. A famous

Russian critic, Belinski, drew attention to his talent,

and introduced him to Pushkin and Jukovski. Very

soon Kolts6v became noteworthy among Russian

writers, but he always felt at a disadvantage owing to

his early environment. He died at the early age of

thirty-four, and his father maintained that books had

been his ruin. Koltsov's poetry was moulded under

the influence of folk-lore, and his chief merit is that he

was the first to understand fully the spirit of folk-lore
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and to give it a literary form. Being well acquainted

with the life of the common people, he depicts both

its bright and dark sides. In contradistinction to

Nekrasov, who represents the people as sufferers only,

and says: «' —' . . . .» (Where

you find the people—you find groans), Koltsov takes

a more optimistic and broader view of the life of

the people. In many of his works he idealizes the toil

of the peasants, and dedicates songs to the corn, the

stimulus of peasants' life. Such a poetization of

peasants' labour we meet in«» (Harvest),

which we give as an example of his poetry.

6. N. A. Nekrasov (1821-1877) was the son of a

Russian officer and a Polish lady. The latter died

young, leaving a large family in poverty. She had,

however, deeply endeared herself to the future poet,

who revered her throughout his life as the ideal of

maternal tenderness. Nekrasov joined the University

of Petrograd, but had a cruel struggle against want,

and for many years barely made a living by literary

work. Under such conditions he had to consort with

the poorest strata of society, and gained a lasting

sympathy with their sufferings. Before his death he

had won high fame, and had been for a time the editor

of a Russian review. A memorial address by Dostoiev-

ski placed Nekrasov on a level with Pushkin and

Lermontov. Critics have usually held that such a

comparison, owing to Nekrasov's inferiority of tech-

nique, cannot be upheld. Nevertheless, he has an

impregnable seat in the affections of the Russian people,

whose trials and woes are the main subject of his verse.

This popularity is partly due to the deep love of the

poet for the humble toilers, partly to his passionate
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espousal of their cause against the oppressor. Nekra-

sov fought against serfdom; when this was aboHshed,

he fought against poverty and ignorance. He has

something more than compassion—a burning sense of

wrong and a bhnd trust in a better future. The

subjects are mostl}' taken from peasant life: especially

touching are the pieces dealing with motherhood and

childhood. His best -known poem is "Red -nosed

Frost," describing scenes in the past life of a peasant-

woman who is dying of cold in the forest.

7. Nadson (1862-1887).—Since Nekrasov, the chief

Russian poet has been Nadson(). He came of a good, partly Teutonic, family,

but his childhood was saddened by the unhappy second

marriage, long illness, and death of his mother, who
was passionately devoted to her boy. The poet's

talent showed itself at an early age, his first poem

being printed in 1878. He had thoughts of becoming

an officer, but weak health prevented him, and he was

obliged to spend much time abroad and in the Crimea,

where he died at Yalta. The sorrows of his own life,

sickness, and the foreboding of an early end, fill his

verse with melancholy. Only for a few years he shared

and animated the wave of hope and enthusiasm that

inspired the thinking youth of Russia in the " seven-

ties "; but the virtual failure of the progressive move-

ments of the time finds an echo in his later verses.

His character is pure, generous, and sensitive, while in

composition he shows a rare mastery of the poet's art

and an inimitable pathos. His poems, which are

contained in one volume, are widely read at the present

time.
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The Scansion of Russian Verse.

The laws of metre in modern Russian poetry differ

little from those of English, and anyone used to reading

English verse will at once recognize the most familiar

forms of rhythm which are common to the two lan-

guages. In both cases the principles are: the number
of syllables; the word-accent; and, as an auxiliary,

rhyme. The treatment of unaccented syllables and of

monosyllables is practically the same in both cases;

the same occasional variations or licences are allowed.

Russian metres, like our own, can be classified accord-

ing to the type of feet prevailing in them

—

e.g., as

iambic, trochaic, dactylic, or anapaestic, etc. These

feet are marked off by vertical strokes, while the long

and short syllables in them are marked — and ^
respectively.

In scanning Russian verse it is important to re-

member that the letters , , and have no metrical

value. Thus makes one syllable, but , two;, two syllables ; but 1, three. Diph-

thongs, like, may be short or long, according to the

position of the main accent in the verse. A line may
end with an odd syllable, and is then called catalectic

—e.g. :

— w
" the

I

dreary,
|
dreary

|
moorland !

|
the

|
barren,

|

barren
|
shore

!"

We now give a few examples, marking the scansion,

and also the natural word-accent on which the scansion

depends. Some guide to metre is given throughout

this book.
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Iambic.

\j -— ^ —

—

W — ^ -— v^''
I | | |

I

-
I

|
|

I
|

CTpaH-fe
|

|
,

I I |
|

?

(Lermontov.)

Trochaic.

I

1
I I |

I I [
.
(Pushkin.)

Anapcsstic.

I I

,
| |

'
I I

'
| |

(Nadson.)

spondee ( ) is allowed occasionally a sub-

stitute for an anapaest or dactyl.

Rhyme.

Most Russian, like most English, poetry is in rhyme.

This device serves the purpose of marking the ends of

the lines, thus helping the hearer to understand the

metre of the poem and to appreciate its construction.

Most rhymes in Russian are rhymes for the ear, as in

English " say " and " way," " high " and " fly "; thus

in the example quoted above «61 » rhymes

with «,» in spite of difference of speUing. Eye-

rhymes

—

e.g., " worth " and " North "—are much
rarer in Russian than in English, and some are for-
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bidden. Thus«» might rhyme with«»; but

« » would not be a good rhyme to «-
.»
The chief difference between our rules and Russian

is that in English the consonants of the rhyming

syllables must be different, while in Russian they may
be (but need not be) alike. Thus " way " and " away "

would be false in English ; but « » rhymes with« » in Russian.

Double-rhymes, such as " singing," " ringing," are

commoner in Russian than with us, being more fre-

quent in the language. If the accented syllables make
a true rhyme, the unaccented syllables between them
and the ends of the lines need not be exactly similar

so long as they sound nearly alike in ordinary speech.

Thus « » and « » rhyme. Otherwise the

classical Russian poets are scrupulous in their choice

of rhymes, such partial or permitted rhymes as

" heaven," " given," " rest," " taste," being avoided.

Trisyllabic rhymes, such as " Trinity," " Divinity,"

which are seldom used in English except for comic

effect, are found in Russian in serious poetry, though

rarely. (Examples in Lermontov's poem","
(No. 9.)
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NOTES

PUSHKIN

1. Song from " The Gipsies," in praise of the bird's

happy Ufe.

Metre.—Trochaic :
— ^

\

— v-| — ^
\

— ^^ and — ^

I

— ^
\

— s_.
I

— alternately.

1. 61, poss. adj. of. Here in its proper sense; but
also (i) merely expletive, 61, " every
blessed day "; {2) 61-, " a simpleton."

2-4.,,' gen. in neg. sentence.

3., " fussily, with care," from, /. pluv.,
" care, trouble." ipf., pf., properly, " to

roll up," here " to build."

5., short form used attributively in poetry., from, "to slumber"; \st conj. verbs
whose stem ends in a labial insert throughout )t>res. ind.

and in imperat. and pres. part, and ger. ; but 2nd conj.

labial stems have in is/ pers. sing. pres. only

—

e.g.,, /</.,, but sometimes also in p.p.p.

6.-, fut. from, pf. of. The inter-

change of pres. and fut. in this stanza (all the actions

being indefinite in point of time) is chiefly made for the
sake of variety, though there is a shade of difference

between the pf., as indicating brief action, and the ipf.,

marking continuous action, following the completion of

the other., " radiant, glorious," poet. ; not " red " as in prose., pres. of, ipf. [pf. ): in prose reg., etc., " to heed, hear attentively," dat.

g. " After spring, the glory of nature, sultry summer will pass;

and late autumn brings mist and rough veather."

30
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15. , "beyond," with motion. , poet, use of short

form {cf. line 5). Very few short forms are soft(,
" like," is another) even when taken from soft adj.

—

e.g.,, a,,, from1, " hot ";

but here,,.
2. " A Winter Evening." The poet is sitting in a

cottage, while the storm roars and howls outside. It

is sad and dark indoors. He asks his old nurse, a

peasant-woman, who used to tell him stories as

a boy, to sing one of her old songs to cheer the

gloom.

Metre. — Trochaic :
—

'-^l — -^
\
— --| — ^ and

— v^
I

— ^1 — -^
\

— alternately.

1-4. " The storm shrouds the sky in mist, whirling up snowy
gusts: first it howls like a monster, then weeps like a

child."

ger. of., fut. of, pj. of, " to howl, etc."-, fiit. of(). The pf. here is used to

contrast a series of abrupt actions with the continuous
action in line 1. This may be used even of past actions

{cf. Forbes, N., Russ. Gramm., p. 188).

5-8. " First over the old roof suddenly it rustles the thatch;

then, like a belated wayfarer, it beats at our window.",/^. of()', " to begin to make a noise."

is a rustling, rushing noise, of a crowd, a stream,

a forest., fiit. of{).,
poetical form of.

9-12. " Our old cottage is dark and sad. Why, good mother,

hast thou fallen into silence by the window?"
1., pf. past, of, " to be silent."

13-16. "Art thou, dear friend, wearied by the roar of the

storm; or dozing to the buzz of thy spinning-wheel?"

14. , very familiar and affectionate, used for either

gender.., Ppp- of, pf. of, " to

weary."

17-20. " Kind friend of my unhappy youth, let us drain (the

cup) of 50¥: where is the cup? Then our hearts
will be lighter.", " flagon, jug, mug," etc.
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21., imperat. oi pf. (cjc-feTb, " to sing.", etc. " How the halcyon lived in peace beyond the

sea." This verse refers to some of the old fairy-stories

that the peasant-nurse had told the poet as a boy.

3. " Autumn": Falling leaves and early frost. The

hunter's hue and cry merrily resounds. The poet loves

the sad season of faded splendour and the threat of

coming winter. (From " Eugene Onegin.")

Metre.—Iambic, with double rhymes: ^ —
^

|
-^ —

[

I, 2., etc. " Already the wood shakes off the last leaves

from its bare branches."

4. " Still babbling, the stream runs past the mill; but the

pond is already frozen "—lit. " chilled," from,
pf. of, " to grow cold."

6. OTbibsmiH:- —afield far from cornfields and
dwellings, used specially for hunting.

7. "The winter crop suffers from his wild sport."
=, from. , fem.

=any crop sown before winter.

8. " The bark of dogs wakes the sleeping oak-groves."

9, 10. " Sad time, the eyes' enchantment, sweet to me is thy
parting [or " farewell "] beauty."

II, 12. " I love the rich fading of nature, the woods clad in

purple and gold."

13, 14. " In their shade [, /em.] the rustle of the wind and
its cool breath: the heavens veiled in eddying mist

"

{instr. of ).
1 6. " And the far-off threatenings of grey winter." . p-p-p.

of, pj. of, " to remove, withdraw."

4. " A Winter Road." Describes a lonely drive on a

winter's night. The poet listens to the driver's endless

songs and the dull tinkling of the sleigh-bell, as he

watches the milestones fly past.

Metre. — Trochaic : — ^
\

—'-^j — ^j" — ^ and
— v^

I

— ^
\

— v^
I

— alternately.

I. "Through the eddying mist the moon peers out."
ipj., pf.,

" to penetrate."
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8., from-, ipf. ; —
, pf., usually " to roar,"

of thunder: here " to ring, tinkle."

9-12. " I hear something [lit. " hears itself," passive reflex.']

homelike (native) in the long songs of the driver: at one
time reckless jollity, at another, heartfelt anguish."

13. " Not a fire, not a hut ... (to be seen)." properly:
" not even," requires in same sentence to complete
the negation; but this can be spared, as here, if the
phrase is elliptical.

14. 1, /f)W., here " wilderness, deserted country,"
" To meet me only the milestones pass one by one.", plur. of, a verst, about two-thirds of a mile., short form of, adj. of {plur.). Mile-posts are usually painted in stripes:, " striped."

5. " The Cloud." The last storm-cloud drifts across

the sky; it has been rent by the lightning, has echoed

the thunder, and yielded a refreshing shower to the

earth. Now it is time for the cloud to depart.

Metre. —• Anapaestic catalectic :
—

•

—
•

|

s.^ ^ —
^

|

^ -^ —
I

^ ^ —'

I

-^ twice, and
\

-^ ^ —-[^^ —
\
^ ^ —^

I

twice.

1-4. " Last cloud of the scattered storm, alone thou art

drifting over the clear azure: alone thou bringest mourn-
ful shade: alone thou saddenest the joyful day.", p-p-p- of', " to scatter "; pf. of —.
The partic. is often used for " distracted, absent-minded."

2., lit. "art fleeting, hurrying " ; cf. Gk.:
both suggest rapid motion.

4.1, " exultant," from, ipf-; pf. —

.

6. " The lightning terribly surrounded thee.",
ipf. ;, pf.

7, 8. " Thou re-echoedst a mysterious roar, and drenchedst
the thirsty earth with rain.", from, " to thirst "—usually = " eager."

ipf. ; pf. —,
" to give to drink, to water."

9-12. " Enough, hide thyself away! The time is past. The
earth hath been refreshed, and the tempest hath sped
by ; and the wind, caressing the leaves of the trees,

driveth thee away from the peaceful sky.", from =1, pf. of.
R.P.R. 3
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11., poet. gen. pi. of().
12. ., p.p.p. of, pf. of, " to

quiet.", pres. of.
6. " The Monument." Imitating Horace [Odes

III., 2o), Pushkin lays claim to deathless renown. As
long as there are poets in the world, as long as the

Russian Empire lasts, he will be remembered and loved

as the bard of freedom, no matter how his own age

may misunderstand him.

Pushkin, especially in the third stanza, has admirably

caught the spirit of Horace, while varying the local

and historical colouring. The stately lines

—

"... usque ego postera
crescam laude recens, dum capitolium
scandet cum tacita virgine pontifex,

"

bring before us the dignity and might of ancient Rome,
while Pushkin suggests that throughout Russia all

men, even the races yet uncultured, will learn to love

his poetry.

Metre.—Iambic : three lines, -^ —•
|

-^ —
\
^ —•

|

v-' —
I

^ —
\

-^ —
1

-^ (catalectic), followed by ^ —

-4. " I have raised for myself a monument not made with
hands; the people's path to it shall ne'er be overgrown.
It has towered higher with unsubmissive head than the
pillar of Alexander."

Horace has; " I have raised a monument more lasting

than bronze, loftier than the kingly structure of the

pyramids.", past of —-, pf. of —. Hep. from;, " hand ";, " to create."

., from, " to be overgrown "

—

e.g., with
grass.weeds, or shrubs, from disuse ((ierman zngeivachsen)

.

Pushkin means that men will constantly be treading the
path to his monument.

., past of--, p/. of —-., poet. (Slavonic) for, " head."
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4. The memorial pillar of Alexander I. stands before the
Winter Palace at Petrograd.

5, 6. Horace has " non omnis moriar." So Pushkin: " I shall

not wholly perish. The soul in the sacred lyre will

survive my dust and escape decay."
SaB-feTHbiJi, "sacred," properly "testamentary"; from' = (1) will

;
(i) BeTxifi, ., Old and New

Testaments.

7, 8. " And I shall be famous so long as in the (sublunar)
world even a single poet shall be alive."., from, " beneath ";, " moon."1 =. The latter comes through German,
French, Latin, from ancient Greek. iroij]rT]s ; the former
from Modern Greek pronunciation of same word:
phonetically p i 1 t i : s.

o. " And every tongue (being) therein shall name me "

—

i.e.,

shall speak of me by name.

II. " And the proud descendant (grandson) of the Slavs [i.e.,

the Russians] and the Finn, and the now wild Tungus,
and the Calmuck, friend of the prairie.", gen. plur. of;. pi..
Finland had been annexed to Russia in 1809. The

Tungus are a nomad, reindeer-keeping tribe in the
arctic region of the Yenesei basin. The Calmucks are
nomads living east of the lower Volga. Pushkin means
that when these two tribes have been civilized and learn
to read Russian, his fame will still survive.

13-16. " Long shall I be loved by the people for this, that I

awoke noble feelings by my lyre, that in my cruel age 1

glorified freedom, and called for mercy on the fallen.", lit. " for the people," dat. of advantage. -, both " beloved " and " amiable."

15. We should say "In an age of iron "; an allusion to the
wars of Russia (Swedish, Turkish, Napoleonic) in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

16., dat. plur. p.p. act. of, " to fall." Pushkin
may have Virgil's " parcere subiectis " in mind. (Pushkin
had suffered for his liberal views. C/. Introd., p. xii.)

17-20. " l\Iuse, be obedient to the Divine command: fear not
reproach, asking not for a, accepting praise and
slander with even temper (indifference), and strive not
with fools (a fool).", ipf., pf. — ,

" to fear," gen.

and1, gerunds of and
(in prose,)., ipf.,, pf.
" to dispute with," ace.
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Where Horace, secure in the admiration of his age and
the favour of the Emperor Augustus, boldly demands the
crown of bays (" . . . et mihi Delphica

|
lauro cinge

volens, Melpomene, comam "), Pushkin, surrounded by
jealousy and mistrust, is content to await the verdict

of posterity.

LERMONTOV

7. " The Angel." Subject.—The soul's home is not in

this world : she has heard an angel's song before coming

to the vale of tears.

Metre.—Anapaestic: |^.. — |v^w —
\

^ .^ —
and |v^^ — 1^4^ — alternately.

I., " of midnight," gew., wow., " across the

midnight sky."

3. " The moon and the stars and the clouds in their throng
"

[instr.).

3Bib3Abi,. plnr. of. For modified 'b, cf.',
pi. of ', "nest"; dim. '^, and ',
pi. of, " saddle."

4. n-ifecHH, dat. after, from -, poet, form for-.
5- ., " sinless," from ', " sin."

9., poet, for, which form itself occurs in

line i I

.

12. " And the sound of his song in the young soul abode
without words, yet living."

15. " And long in the world she wearied " (lit. " wearied her-

self ").

14., from; masc.; neut., plur.—, " full."

15. "And for her (the soul) the dreary [or tedious) songs of

earth could not replace the strains {gen. plnr. after neg.]

of heaven " [gen. plur. of,..)
8. " The Sail." One white sail on the misty blue

sea ! Is the mariner yonder some restless spirit, who

flees from sorrow to find it again, who finds the beauty

of life in fighting against the storm ?
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Metre.—Iambic: see page xviii.

4- " What has he left (thrown over) in his native land?", pj. of. , loc. of (/, ,
" on the edge ").

6. " The mast bends and creaks.", Teutonic word (r/. Eng. and German " Mast ")., from', ipf. ; pf. — ,
—

.

7- " Alas, he seeks no happiness, and it is not from happiness
that he flies "

—

i.e., he leaves trouble behind, and may
expect fresh sorrow ahead of him.

9-12. " Beneath him the flood is brighter than azure, above
him (shines) a ray of golden sunlight. But he, rebellious,

calls for storms, as if in storms were peace."

9. " The Prayer." In moments of trial and sorrow

there is salvation and present help in a living word of

prayer.

Metre.—Iambic, somewhat varied by trisyllabic

rhymes.

1, 2. A conditional sentence. Lit. " At a hard moment of life,

if sorro'A' presses into my heart? (Then) one glorious

prayer do I repeat, etc."

—

i.e., " Whenever sorrows beset

me, I repeat, etc." (both verbs are pres.).

6. " In the harmonv of living words," loc. of-(—ie)-

7, 8. " And there breathes an unimaginable, holy rapture
therein."

9-12. " From my soul, as it were, a burden will roll away;
doubt (flees) afar; I believe, I weep, and all is well.", pf. of. Lit. " It believes

itself and it itself, and so, easily, easily. . .
."', impersonal: so in German, nnd es glaiibt sich

und es weint sich.

10. " Cossack Cradle- Song." The mother looks for-

ward to the time when her son, grown to a tall warrior,

will go out to fight the Caucasian tribesmen (as his father

is now doing), and foresees her own mingled pride and
grief when that day shall come. But now let the babe
sleep, while he knows no care.
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Metre. — Trochaic : •— -^
\
— ^| — ^| — ^ and

— ^
\
— v^

I

— alternately.

1. , impevat. of.
2. " Lullaby." C/. verb, " to lull."

6., flit, from pf., " to begin "; the past,,
is also frequent. In pres. is commoner than.

8. Cnov) Jilt, from pf. c-nliTb, " to sing."

g. imperat. of: observe is kept, as in pres.., gerund past of pj., " to shut."

10. " The turbid wave splashes."

11. " The wicked Chechen creeps upon the bank; he sharpens
his dagger." The Chechens are a Caucasian tribe.

14., short form of —, p-p-p- of, pf.
of — or —., " to harden."

15., short form of, " quiet, still."

17, 18. "Thou shalt thyself learn to know (the time will

come) a warlike life." So , "battlefield."

19.-, flit, of pf. -, ipf. BAliBaTb, " to thrust in."

21-22. " I will embroider with silk (thy) warrior-saddle "

—

i.e., the rich hangings attached to the leather seat.

25., " a hero, paladin, champion.", gen. of (special form in adverbial phrase),
" aspect, appearance."

27-30. — —, futures : "I will go out
to escort thee: thou wilt wave [with thy hand] (farewell)

:

how many bitter tears will I shed in secret on that
night

!"

34. 1>, " comfortless, inconsolable "; from',
pf. of yTliuiaTb, " to comfort."

35.', . of duration of time. In prose
is also used.

26. " To divine [i.e., to find out thy fate by magical means]
o' nights." Cf. , " divination." Ordinarilyaa = "to guess"; pf. — ,

" to guess right."

38., loc. of, " land "; in prose also " edge," as in.
39., here "as long as"; also used for "until." Cf." ," "I won't go to

bed till I've finished."

41. Ha, " for."
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42., dim. of, plur., " an Icon, holy
image or picture."

43., poet, for; gerund pres. of, " to

pray."

44., imperat. of, " to place, put (upright)."

46., gerund pres. of, " to prepare."

11. " I go out alone upon the road." The poet

wanders out on a still, starry night, and thinks of death.

From life he hopes for nothing more. Yet his longing

is not for the cold sleep of the tomb, but for a blissful

trance of sweet dreams beneath a whispering oak.

Metre.—Trochaic: — ^I — ^
\

— -j — -^
\
— ^,

followed by — --
I

— -^1 — -
I

— -^
\

—

.

2. " The stony (flinty) road glistens through the mist."

3., cf. No. I, line 7.

5. Lit. " In the heavens it is solemn and wonderful."

8., . gen. as usual.

10. " Not a whit do I regret the past."

11.. governs either rtcf. or g'gK.

13. " But not with that cold sleep of the grave."

instr. of.
i6. "That, breathing [gerund pres. of =], my

breast might gently heave." Past indie, after =
subjunctive.

17-18. " That all night, all day caressing my ear [lit. " hear-

ing "] a sweet voice might sing to me of love."

19-20. " That over me, ever green, a dark oak might bend and
rustle.", gerund of-, " to be green."

ipf., pf.

12. " Clouds." The poet, watching the clouds drifting

from north to south, wonders whether they, like him-

self, are exiles, and what decree of fate, what crime or

slander, has driven them forth. But no: the clouds

are free and careless; they only seek a change from

the barren north ; no home-sickness weighs upon

them.
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Metre.—Dactylic, with trisyllabic rhymes (and hints

of internal assonance) :
— ^ -^

\

— v^--
|

— ^^
|

— ^->.

I. ^, or, properly " storm-clouds," \'1
are " fair-weather clouds " [sing, -, —, and).

2-4. " Across the azure field in a pearly chain, ye hasten, as if

exiles even as 1, from the dear north to a southern land."
= in poetry.

ID. " Strange to you are passions, and strange are sufferings
"

—i.e., you are strangers to them.

KRYLOV

13. " The Dragon-Fly and the Ant."

Metre.—Trochaic, in lines of various lengths.

1. "Lit. "The dancer-dragon-fly," from, "to
leap"; so ^', "mad-cap," from, "to
play pranks." Compounds formed of two nouns in

apposition are common in Russian: e.g.,-,
" Mother Volga."

2. = (i) red, (2) radiant, fair (poetical and popular;

in prose, ). /. Pushkin, " Ballad of Tsar
Saltan,", -, " Hail, beauteous
maid." So here.

[Pf.], the verb- becomes transitive by addi-

tion oiprcp., " Had sung through, etc."

4. , "comes on apace" (lit. "rolls into

3'our eyes "). So with same
meaning (lit. " rolls into the yard "

—

i.e., " up to your
very door ").

is another form of (both ip/-). Verbs of

motion are usually found in two imperfective forms, one
(here) indicating habitual or indefinite action,

the other() for a definite or particular act.

Members of this series are: [indefinite-—Ft. marcher)', " I go " (habitupJly) ; [definite—Fr. alter), " I am going " (at some stated time). "—": — ", " I am going " (not on foot). -— used of " motion for the sake of

motion "

—

e.g., , " to ride " (for

pleasure or exercise). (See Boyer and Speranski,
" Russian Reader," p. 243.)
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5.. The short form of adj. may be used attributively

in poetry (c/. above, No. i, line 15). Here =
" clear, open."'', lit. " had grown deathlike."

6. " No more now of those bright days."

7., popular for, " when."

8., metaph. like our " board."

10., observe metrical licence ^ — for — ^.

12., future used conditionally. Lit. " And for whom,
pray, will it come into mind to sing?" etc.

—

i.e., " Who
would think of singing?"

14., short form of {p-p-p. of.
Pf- of), " distressed."

16., and line 20, (or ), properly of god-
father or godmother in relation to each other (Mod.
Greek, Kovfnrapos ; from I^atin cnmpar) ; also used of

those connected in any way by the baptismal tie, and
finally as a familiar term of address (as in Mod. Greek).

17. "Grant mc to regain my strength" (c/., " to summon up courage ").

18., adj. of, " spring."

19. — , aspectival: lit. " feed through "
{pf.).'

pf.,' ipf.,
" to warm (all over)."

21. , lit. " indeed "—omit in English.

z'i-
" Was there time for that, mj' pet?" Lit. " Was it up to

that?" [cf. MH-fe , " I have nothing to do vith
you "). \', lit. " little dove "—common fami-
liar address.

26., impers., lit. "It turned"

—

i.e., "My head
was turned." Observe accent 6-, ace. from —

a

noni.pl.; other cases regular. So, " water ", "hand"; , "soul"; , "earth", "side";, "Wednesday"; and about
forty others. Another class changes the accent only in. pliir.—e.g.,, "board"; ace. —y, 710m. pi.. These also number about forty. A few like', " price," may take either accent in ace. sing.

27. A here — " Ah." , " thoughtlessly."

28. ',, duration of time. , adv. " continually."

29. ', " That was your business" (i.e., "Your occupa-
tion was dancing ".)

30. , for emphasis: omit in English., impernt.

pf. from (), " to dance " (of peasants), but
(Germ, tiyizen), " to dance " (in a ballroom).
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14. " The Mouse and the Rat."

Metre.—Iambic.

1. , short for: so —, line 8.

2.'- (or -), qenmd past of-, "Having run
in."

4-, " Has got caught." , dat. of advantage.

5- " My light," term of endearment.

6. OTBljTb, "in answer"; frequent in New Testament
Luke iv., 12

—

1 '.
7- After — in reflex, verbs —, not , is used., or, adv. from, " vain,"

" empty."

S, 9. Lit. " If it goes as far as claws with them [i.e., if they
come to clawing], then certainly for the lion [it is fated]
not to be alive [i.e., he will not come out alive].", dat. of disadvantage; ., the complement of, is attracted into dat. (So in Latin, Horace,
Satires I., i, 19, " Atqui licet esse beatis.") This use
of with notion of fatality is archaic or popular
(c/. Boyer and Speranski, " Russian Reader," p. 251).
The attraction into the dat., however, survives in phrases
like MH'b , " It is tedious for me to

be alone."

10. " There is no beast stronger than a cat " {gen. of com-
parison).

15. " The Wolf and the Fox."

Metre.—Iambic.

1. =, always /. in Russian.
Lit. " Having eaten of chicken-meat to repletion." -

dim. of —/,, " beef

"

(originally, meat of any kind);, "veal";, " mutton.". gerund past. pf. of() (/,, " to

drink your fill"); adv. from;, a,

0, , " full, sated."

2. " And having hidden away a good pile as store " (lit.

" into store ").

., gerund past pf. of().
3., past. pf. from.;^, pf. of —., "at the evening hour": adj. of time

usually end in

—

(soft decl.), e.^.,', "summer";, " late."
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5. ,. plur. old form; lit. " into the guests " (other

examples, cf. Forbes, N., " Russian Grammar," p. 133).
" A hungry wolf comes trailing along to visit her."

6. Exclamation: " What trouble, gossip !" says he.

7.--, pf. of —, . instr., " to make profit,

or gain advantage from "; here " to glean, or pick up."

9. , plur. short form from;,,.
10. " It has almost come to hanging (my)self." , " near

to."

11.', " poor dear," may be common gender., more familiar for (see above. No. 13,
line 16).

12. (unacc), " but." (cringing), " Won't you
deign to (eat some) hay?" {partitive gen.).,
pf., is used by servants, etc., of or to their superiors

—

e.g., , " The countess is

pleased to be reposing.", though pf., has no specific future sense in such
stereotyped uses as that just quoted. There is an ipf.-, pf.

—, with similar meaning.
Colloquially is used for our " please "

—

e.g.,

MH-fe, " May I (have) the book?"
AnsAver:, " Please (take it)," or " Here it is !"

14. " But her gossip (wanted) no hay; he have liked

something meaty.", partitive gen. of,
adj. of, " meat."

15. " But of her store not a word from Mistress Fox "—under-
stand .

i6. " My grey knight." , from German Ritter.

17. "Flattered over (head and) ears by his gossip." .,
p.p.p. from (), " to coax." The accent in

this participle often goes back a syllable, even where
it is fixed in the rest of the verb—e.g., from.6, observe accent. , " up to the ears," is

also used {sing. ). , instr. of agent.

KOLTSOV

16. " Harvest." A picturesque account of the field-

work of the Russian peasants leading up to the rye-

harvest. In evoking such familiar scenes the poet

avoids precise detail, and reveals the thoughts of the
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country-folk as much as their actions. The poem is

divided as follows:

I.—A vivid and highly-coloured description of a

thunderstorm followed by timely and plentiful rain.

II.—The thankfulness of the peasants, who see their

crops growing. The work of early spring (before the

summer rain)—-the ploughing and sowing^is narrated.

III.—-The golden corn stands waving in the fields.

IV.—The reaping, carting, and threshing. V.—The
end of harvest and the gratitude of the villagers.

Metre.—Lines of five syllables of which the third is

always accented; the remaining accents (if any) are

entirely free, thus: .^i. _^ _^ _- j^i.. No rhyme is used,

but occasional assonances can be traced. The effect

of this metre is novel and (to English ears) unusual;

in some places it almost approaches rhythmical prose,

but obeys definite rules of its own.

Title.— has a wider m.eaning than our
" harvest "; it denotes the crop as a whole, first grow-

ing, then reaped, gathered, and used for the service

of man.

i-io. Lit.: " With ruddy glow the sunrise has flamed; over
the face of the earth the mist spreads: the day has blazed
out with the sun's fire; it has raised the mist higher than
the mountain-top: it has condensed it into a black storm-
cloud."

1., instr. of =, " flame."

2.. ' glow," of sunrise or sunset., ipf.,, />/.,
" to flame up."

4., from.
8., properly "crown of head"; here "hill-top";

by poetic license for [gen.).

9.: pastpf. of (pf. also — ),
" to condense."

11-20. " The black cloud has frowned, has frowned: as if she
bethought her, just as if she remembered her home-
land. . . . The gusty winds will carry her along to every
region of the realms of day " (lit. " of the white world ")

.
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20. ', " white," a conventional epithet of ',
"world": like "the round earth," "God's earth,"
" the merry world," etc.

21-24. " She arms herself \vith thunder, with tempest and
lightning- fire, with the rainbow yoke.", properly of the high-arched yoke of Russian
harness; here the compound is a popular rhyming
variant for, " rainbow."

25-32. " She has armed, she has stretched out, she has struck;
and she has shed herself in big tears—even with drench-
ing rain upon the broad bosom of the earth."

28. Ipf., pf., " to be outpoured ";

from same stem adj., " pouring, torrential
"

(line 30).

31., adj. of, " earth."

II. 33-44. " And from the height of heaven the sun looks out.
The earth hath drunk her fill of rain-water. At fields

and gai-dens all green the village folk cannot gaze
enough: the village folk have awaited with trembling
and Avith prayer the mercy of God."

33., usually " mountain "; here from aloft [cf. Slav.-=, " aloft ")., gen. pi. of.
35-, pf. of, " to drink your fill " [cj.

above. No. 15, line i).

36., " to repletion."

37. Ha after (line 40).

40.-, pf. of, " to gaze your
fill."

43., gsn. after. The peasants, who, of course,
had sown their rye long before the storm described in
section I., waited with eagerness for the rains of early
summer which ensure a good harvest. The sowing is

described in the following lines:

45-72. " As early as spring arise their holy, peaceful thoughts.
The first thought—to pour into sacks the grain from the
bin, to make ready the wains.- But their second thought
was to ride out betimes in file from the village. Their
third thought, how they pondered it—to God the Lord
they prayed; as soon as light (dawns) over the fields, all

drove this way and that, and they set out to walk one
after another, scattering the grain in great handfuls.
They began to plough the earth v/ith ploughs, and with
the crooked share to turn it up, with the teeth of the
harrow to harrow it."
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45- (lit. " at one ") =" at the same time as."

54-, observe dimin. characteristic of popular speech.

5 5-, prop, instr. of, " rope "
: hence " in a line,"

" in iile."

56., ace. of, " time." also used
for " at right time." is also written.

63. Lit. " friend after friend " (dim.), probably only a popular
variant for " each other ": .

64. Lit. " with a full handful,", fern.

66. , a kind of historic imperative. A man
would say, ,, " (lit. " give to plough ")—

•

i.e., " let us begin to plough." This by a vivid construc-
tion is transferred to past time with the meaning above
given; it also becomes quasi-impersonal.

67-68. is a heavy wooden plough (used in Little Russia),

the share being tipped with iron; coxa is a metal plough
of lighter build.

70., collective of, " tooth," for teeth of harrow.

71. Lit. " to comb it in different directions."

III. 73-88. " I will go to look, I will admire. What has the
Lord sent for the people's toil? Breast-high the fruitful

rye (stands): thick with ears it bows almost to earth.

Like a guest of God on all sides it smiles to the joyful

day. The breeze upon it ripples and shimmers, with
golden waves it runs hither and thither."

77. , lit. " Higher than the belt."

79- , lit. "slumbers [i.e., "grows thick"] with
ears "; from; pres. usually.,,
but the above form occurs in this special sense, which
also ajjuears in the participial adj.1 (-),
" slumbering "

—

i.e., dense virgin forest.

IV. 89-100. " The folk by families have set themselves to reap,

to mow down to the root the tall rye. The sheaves are

gathered into shocks not far apart. From the creaking
wains all night the music sounds. On the threshing-

floors everywhere like princes the stacks are broadly
enthroned, with heads upraised."

90.: — for —, as often in poetry., ipf.,, pf.,
" to undertake, set

yourself to." But simple verb = " to accept."

93., " frequent " of place—i.e., near together. The
sheaves are piled in shocks or stooks, which are carted off

as soon as possible.
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94., ppp. of, pf. "to put together";

ipf..
95. Lit. " From Avains all night music creaks "

—

i.e., from the

wheels with their wooden axles.

97., plural of. Lit. " Like princes the stacks
sit widely, having raised their heads."

V. 101-108. " The sun sees—the harvest is ended. Colder
he has departed towards autumn. But warm (glows)

the villager's candle before the image of the Mother of

God."

102., from, " to reap," is the actual process of

harvest. , fern. p.p.p. of, pf. of.
103.'=', cow/?, adv. of, "cold."

The sun's " departure " at the approach of vinter is a
thought often found in poetry of all countries.

106. and are usual titles for the
Virgin Mary (Gk. )] Qeov and QeoroKos). The candle
is set up in gratitude for the good harvest.

NEKRASOV

17. "The Schoolboy." The narrator, driving in a cart

through dreary country (" sky, a fir-wood and sand,"

line 2), overtakes a boy and gives him a lift (line 4).

The boy is bare-footed, ragged, and dirty, but he has

a book and is going to school (lines 5-10). What
sacrifices of parents or kinsfolk have made this possible?

(lines 11-16). Or is he the son of an enfranchised serf,

free but destitute ? (line 17). Well, never fear; learn-

ing is the road to fame, as Lomonosov found (lines

20-24). Only by courage can the dream of better days

come true (lines 25-30). For this faith in the future

the narrator loves his country (lines 31 to end).

Metre. — Trochaic :
— ^^| —•^j —• ^

\

—-' and
— ^1 — ^

\

— ^
\

— alternately.

I. " Well, get on for goodness' sake !" The driver speaks to

the horse.
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used as imperative (not polite). So to a dog:, " Get out !" Pascholl is used in East Ger-
many. This use of past tense as imperative is confined
to the present instances (c/. Boyer and Speranski,
Russian Reader, p. 2 88).

4. " Hi, sit down by me, young friend." , Ut. " towards,"
" to " (c/. German, " setze dich zu mir hin ").

7. " Don't be ashamed; what does that matter? That has
been (is) the road of many famous men "

—

i.e., many
have risen to fame from dirt and rags., adjectival form of [. plur. MHorie).
Here, as the possessive genitive is required, the whole
phrase goes into the genitive plural.

II. =, "father." po = Germ. Groschen,
" penny."

13., wife of, who combines duties of pre-

centor, parish clerk, and sexton in a village church.

14., masc., from, pf.
" to give (up),"

ipf. —., dim. of,
" quarter-rouble."

15. , popular for., participial adjec-

tive from', " to travel through ": the regular

pres. participle is '1., " mer-
chant's wife."

16. " Gave for (a little) tea "

—

i.e., as a gratuity; usual phrase:.
I/. (), " may be, perchance.", a household serf.

18. " One of the liberated " refers to emancipation of serfs in

1S61.

20. "Fear not, thou wilt not be lost"

—

future of,
pf. of.

22. See Introduction, p. ix.

25. Lit. " It is not without good souls in the world"

—

i.e.,

there are good people in the world:'
(saying).

26. " Some one or other will carry you off to Moscow: You'll

be at the University."

28. " So does your dream fulfil itself in reality "

—

i.e., comes
true. From this root come (/.),

" reality";-
(adv. —ho), "evident"; ipf., pf., "to
show "

—

e.g., in New Testament,, " appeared unto His disciples ":,
" appearance "; also " scene " of a play.
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30., imperative of, " to falter, play the

coward."

31. "That is why I love thee deeply [adverb], my native

Russia."

34., past ind. of, " to go to ruin,",
0, .

. --, stereotyped expression = " continually." Ori-

ginally " all you know."

38. " Strong by their loving soul," instr.

40. " Puffed up with their own conceit." So,
" conceit, bombast."

18. " Farewell." Forget the days of failure, strife,

and jealousy; but remember the days of love, joy, and

progress: for these give thanks.

Metre.—Iambic., " farewell," or " forgive."

I., imperat. of. In consonant stems, where
the inf. is not accented on the last syllable, the imperat.

usually ends in—,—. But after double consonants,

as here, —, —, are more often found. Thus from
we have Bljp-b, —; from, -,—.,,, (lines 1-4) all ^. plur. after

negative.

5., . plur., governed by, " bless."

19. " When I think of the horrors of war, I pity not

the fallen hero, nor the friend, for he will forget; nor

yet the wife, for she, alas ! will console herself; but only

the poor mothers. For them there is no forgetting:

they carry their sorrow to the grave."

Metre.—Iambic.

I., gerund pres. of, "to heed, hear with
attention." Gerund here absolute or " pendent," the

subject of the main verb () sc., being quasi-

impersonal. This use (impossible in Latin and incorrect

in English

—

e.g., " Returning home, the weather seemed
[to me] to have improved ") is common in Russian., dat. after. (/. No. i, hne 7).

R.P.R. 4
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3. Mii-fe , lit. " To me there is pity not of . . .

"

—

i.e., " I do not pity."

13. To, " Those are the tears."

14. " For them (it is not given) to forget . .
."

16. "As for the weeping willow (it is not possible) to raise her
drooping boughs.", participial adjective of: pres. part.. So Mor;^iiii from, " mighty." -1 from, " slumbering " [i.e., " virgin ")

[forest].

17. ., gen. pliir. (after ) past. part, active of, pf. of.
20. " Quiet." These lines form part of a longer poem,

dealing with the glories of Russia, as shown in her

heroic defence during the Crimean War, and with the

hopes for the future fostered by the return of peace.

The narrator has just come home to his native land;

he greets it with passionate love, which, aroused by
every feature of the familiar scenery, rises to an ecstasy

of devotion, when he enters a humble village church for

prayer and thanksgiving (first section). Then he

reflects on the war just ended—the dust has not yet

settled upon the warriors' graves—how the drums
rolled, and the Russian people, peace-loving and loath

to fight, rose like a giant to guard his home. Three

empires strove against Russia, but the brave Emperor
and his men, by the Divine aid, beat them off (second

and third sections). In the fourth section, printed

here, the poet speaks of the ardent soul latent in the

vast frame of the Russian empire, the hopefulness,

vigour, and industry of the people. Such a spirit

bodes well for the days to come: the ploughman, the

poet, the warrior, the sailor, with the Almighty One,

will lead Russia to glory. (Finally, the narrator

reaches his own home, and, spurred by the example of a

humble toiler, resolves to do his share in the great work.)
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Metre.—Iambic: v- — |^ — [^ — |^ — |
or^^ —

I

^ —
I

w —
\

^ —
I

^ (in pairs of correspanding lines

with single or double rhymes),

4. , not needed in Eng. " However strongly the blast

shake the tops of the ancient trees, it will not overthrow
them ..." (lit. " place them underneath ").

8.'(£',/., " commandment ")=-
BijflaHHbra, " consecrated." Certain parts of the forests

are set apart by religious ceremony, performed by the

priest before the icons; after this they may not be cut

down until (after several years) the ban is withrawn.

Q. Lit. (It is) " not to guess "

—

i.e., " there is. no guessing,

what thy dumb stillness meaneth "().
II. " But thy wise heart exulteth and is full of tenderness until

the da}'-."

19. Adverbs: " Tirelessly, cheerfully, amicably, thou toilest in

every part [lit. "all"] with might and main " (lit.

" from the shoulder "). - "'

21 . "A wise striving after the good giveth life to thy children."

2^, 24. " Enlightenment is entering upon its figlits [ace. plur.

of]. The gloom departs— (it is)-:iighter around."

28. " J.Iay it be fulfilled !" fut. of, /'/.'of.
. " Let not the sun of righteousness weary pf shining. . .

."

31-33. " Let the blessing of God descend 'honest workers,

let their toil be fruitful and harmonious."^
{cf. -: 1, " ' Let there be

light,' and there was light ").

39. " Before whom private efforts (are but) as the shallow

pools, beside the migh-ty (-watered) Neva."

21. " Show me the place where the Russian peasant

does not groan and suffer—in field, workshop, hut, or

prison ! Will he ever wake and free himself ?"

Metre.—Anapaestic. (In hnes 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 22,

the accent on the first syllable is disregarded for metri-

cal purposes.)

I., fern. " abode " [cf., " to dwell ").

6. ' Passing the night beneath his -waggon on the plains.", gerund of, " to j ass the night,"

German ubernachiev [cf., " to winter")-
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7, 8. " In gaols and prisons, in mines or an iron chain "

—

i.e., in fetters, as worn by Siberian convicts.

ID. " Not glad at the light of God's sun." Dative after,
as .

II, 12. "In every remote little town at the entrances of

law courts and public offices " ()—i.e., the

peasant has to \vait long for justice and perhaps never

obtains it.

13-16. The spring-floods of the Volga are not to be compared
to the tide of misery and struggle that has inundated
Russia.

MH., instr. of time. " In the spring-time of much
water.", ipf.,., p/., " to flood."

15. Lit. " As \vith a great national struggle has our land filled

herself."

20. " Or obeying[ . dai.] the law of the world,

hast thou already accomplished all that thou canst—com-
posed a song like unto a groan, and hast fallen in thy

spirit (spiritually) asleep for ever?"

22. " Peasant Children." The narrator meets a

little boy who is helping his father by carting wood in

bitter wintry weather. The lad is only six years old,

but full of his own importance as a support of the

family. The whole picture seemed like a scene from a

puppet-show; yet it was real and typically Russian.

Metre.—Anapaestic, with spondee in first foot : •

I^^_I^^-I^^-I-and \---\
WW —

I

w w —
I

alternately.

4. " A cart(-load) of faggots " (cut branches); genitive in —
of divisible substances, like}^, " a pipe-full

of tobacco."

5. " And striding importantly, with solemn calm, a peasant-

boy led the nag by the bridle " ().
/. " In big boots, in a sheep-skin jacket.", " a hali-shuba," a short fur-coat. ,

the usual winter overcoat in Russia, is fur-lined and
reaches below the knees; still longer is the '^, a

driving-coat of sheepskin reaching almost to the feet.

8., gloves without fingers, like ski-ing-mittens.

A: " But himself about a nail (high) "

—

i.e., a

perfect Tom Thumb.
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9., lit. " Pass beside for j'ourself "

—

i.e., " Go your
own way."

10. " You are too severe, I see !"

(lit. " sick ")=6, here merely strengthens, short form of, " wrathful, stern."

.—John the Terrible.

11. ': observe accent; but line 2, -': In such

cases, if there is any distinction, the phrase with the

accented preposition is more like an adverb

—

e.g.,, "overseas"; but , "beyond the

[some particular] sea." So in line 2 the forest has a

Avider connotation perhaps than here, where a corner of

it is immediately specified.', " of course."

13. Jliicy, irreg. loc. like , , never with any
other prepos., " resounded," ipf. from; pf., pret., —,—, —.

I 5- Lit. " The family is a big one, but there are in all two head
of (grown-up) men, my father and I

"

—

i.e., two males
in the family, the rest women and girls.' is used as a noun of measure like our " head "

(of cattle). So -,,
" five (head of) soldiers, pupils."

17. "Well, just think of that!" (Lit. "So behold that's

Avhat!"). " And what's your name?" (Lit. " How to call

you?")—more popular than the polite ?
1 8., predic. insir. of Bac = Blasius, or Blaise (Pascal

had this name).

19. = or . dimin. of ,
" year." Popular for -? " How old

are you?", " My sixth year has passed "

—

i.e., " I am over

six." Ipf., pf..
20. (To the horse.) " ' Gee, slow-coach,' shouted the mite in a

bass \'oice."

21. " Jerked it by the bridle and strode on quicker.", pf.
" to pull."-, pf. 3a— often denotes the beginning of

an action, as -', pf.,
" to begin to sing, strike up "

(c/. No. 25, line 19).

23., " killingly "

—

i.e., ridiculously; so

CM'feuiHO, " killingly funny."

27. " The sleigh, the faggots, the piebald [dim. of]
horse."
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28. " And the snow which lay up to the windows of the village
"

—i.e., as high as the cottage windows., gen.

pi. of.
31. " With the stamp of the unkindly, cruel winter; every-

thing that is so tormentingly [i.e., unutterably] sweet to

a Russian soul, and which inspires Russian thoughts in

the mind" (lit. " into the minds ")., " stamp, hall-mark.", " unfriendly,

misanthropic." 1, " deadening."

ipf., p/., properly " to settle," also " to

inspire, suggesl."

The poet, on the one hand, is entranced by the beauty of

the snow-covered winter landscape; yet he cannot forget

the sufferings of the poor in cold weather, although these

are faced with cheerfulness and heroism.

23. " My friend, my brother," the most stirring and

hopeful of Nadson's poems. The weary toilers in the

cause of Right may take heart ; better days are coming;

the world is sick of pain and bloodshed; and men's

hearts are ready to turn towards love and good-

ness.

Metre.—Anapaestic: dactyls and spondees are ad-

mitted for variety.

1. 2. Scan.

:

I | | |1,-
I

| |
.

Irregular rhythm for special emphasis.

2. " Whoever thou art (wast) "—neg. needless in Engl.

3., lines 3 to 6 form an /-1 in form of command;
the^ -clause begins line 7.

4. " Over an earth drenched with tears.", pp-p- of, pf. of.
5. " Let the holy ideal (be) shattered and slandered " (-, " to scold ").

7. " Believe (me), the time will come " (//, of).
9, I. " Not with (in) a crown of thorns, not beneath the

galling [lit. " pressing "] chain, not with the cross on
her bowed shoulders."

or, p.p-p. of, ipf.; ;^,
pf.,

" to bow, bend."
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11. Scan.— 11
| |

-fe, etc.

12. CB'fe
I

|

-
|

These examples show that relatively unimportant

words of two syllables may lose their accent if the

rhythm demands it,

15, 16. "No want, unenlightened, killing Avant, no sword, no
posts of shame " (gallows).1, pres. p. a. from, rarer ipf. of —

,

for usual, " to kill."

NADSON

24. " Mother." The poet bewails the loneliness of his

boyhood, and recalls or imagines an unexpected visit

from his mother; the rapture of their greeting; the

songs and fairy-stories with which she cheered and

consoled him. This seems to suggest a later time,

when the poet, still lonely and misunderstood, longs

for his mother, who can only come to him in dreams.

Metre.—Anapffistic.

1. -, " fell to my lot."

2., ppp- of, "taken through a whim by a

strange family."

4. " Learning the whole burden of people's charity."

7., ., gen. pltir., object of .
9, . " I grew up in loneliness " (adv.) ;

" I grew up forgotten

[predic. inst)'.], a timid boy [insir.], sullen, sickly"

(worn.).

II, 12. Lit. "With a mind sadly developed not after the

manner of a child; with a sensitive, morbidly sensitive,

spirit."

20. " But dreams are already over me, holy dreams."

21. " Hark, the sound of steps and (of) a rustling [fires, part. a.

of-] dress!"

23. , etc. " And someone's embraces twined (themselves in

a ring) round my neck."
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and poet, for after vowel.

29-32., gen. pi. of =, " butter-
fly." This and and are partitive gen.

English " some." , i.e. .
Trans.—" As on former nights, hast thou brought with thee
from its meadows butterflies bright as day, from its rivers

fish with many-coloured scales, from its dark gardens
aromatic fruits?"

35. " In the blue clouds [lit. " streams "] of holy incense."
From Gk. QvfjLiana.

40. " And thread strings of pearls out of them."

45-48. Lit. " And beneath still caresses, fanned by the ecstasy
of floating dreams, I sweetly closed my weary eyes,

burying my head in the pillow, wet with tears."', p.p.p. of ()-', "to blow upon." .,
p.p. act. of ,/?/, "to stream up.",
ipf-;, pf.

" to shut, fasten."

48. ., gerund past of(), " to nestle." -
p.p. act. of, p/. of —.

25 " Sunset." The crimson glow of evening slowly

fades; the village is silent; one faint song alone is

heard, save for the stream by the wood. The trees

stand like giants, the fields slumber wrapt in mist.

Weird cloud-shapes float across the sky. The long-

ing for love and happiness reawakens in the poet's

heart.

Metre.—Iambic: kj — |w — |o — ju —
|

and

w —
j
u —

[
u -—

I

w — alternately.

I. "In the sky the evening-glow slowly (lazily) burns away
in crimson radiance " (lit. " streak ").

is either the glow of dawn or of sunset.

6., loc. sing. masc. p.p. act. of, p/. " to

fall asleep."

7. " And the streamlet, with playful eddies [lit. " playing
with its eddies "], runs babbling through the wood."

Ipf., pf. — ,
" to murmur, babble," etc.

14. Cf. No. 5, line 2.

5. Lit. "Light with darkness in exquisite union lies upon
foliage and tree-trunks."
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17-20. " With eager (thirsty) delight my breast inbreathes the

cool streams (of air) and anew in my heart wakes [lit.

" boils up "] the longing," etc.

26. " Life." The poet describes the life of man as

a series of violent contrasts—love and hatred, joy and

sorrow, sin and holiness—wherein he can trace no law

but chaos.

Metre.—Iambic: v^ —
\
kj — |w —

\

^ —
\

kj —
j

— KJ
\

and w — |vj — |w — \xj — |vj--|u —
alternately.

4. " Confounding [lit. " having confounded "] what is great

with the worthless and ridiculous." 15, pf. of-.
5- " What discordant tumult !"

7. " Here saucily ring the harlequin's bells, while there goes

a prophet bowed beneath a cross." Coro, see No. 23,

line 10.

10. " There is also the hungry groan of rebellious poverty."

14., p-p-p. of(), " to gnaw (under)."

16., p-pp. of, pf. of, " to

crush, weigh down."
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{See Notes)1, ruby-coloured, thirsty, famished, angel, harlequin
(adj.), from

Archangel, purple colour, base,, daddy-, hush-by baby, innocent, guiltless-, sinless

(-, -, -),
not talented, furtile', inconsolably-, devoted, soundless, endless, without a cross, silently'^, vvithout a

glimmer of light, mad, without, shore, bank, combat, benevolent

(/.), benevolence, noble

[ipf-), -
[p/.), to bless, to

thank, blessedness, shine, glitter^ (^,),
to shine-, pale, to wander, to err, hero, valiant knight, God, bravely

[adj.), of battle61 [adj.), of God, fight, battle-, -, more {. of), painfully (pop.), very,

much, big', painfully, ill, sick, swift, quick, struggle(, ), bare-

footed, warlike, brother, burden (fig. weight), to wander
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VOCABULARY 59, little bell, to av.-aken (trans.)^ [adu.), as if

!, be !

Blitepb, raging wind, storm, quickly, to be-, poor-, poor fellow-, to run'', to show white', mad, frenzied

, bail, gravely, bacchante, wave, billow-, p. ger. of BC'fe-, to run into, at will, at pleasure, suddenly

[ipf.),^' [pf.),

to breathe-,- [pf. -), to

put in, draw in',1 {pr. part, of,), to cart, transport, giant

11;, great', , order, commands, spindle, to come back, verst (see Notes), summit, top, merry, spring,, to lead,, , all1, old, ancient
[adj.]. evening, evening

{poet.), {adj.),

spring, to take a nap, to raise

{pf. ^), to take;

{ipf. 6epi), appearance; , by
appearance, I see, of, to see

{.), whirlwind

{ipf.), { if.), to

listen, grandchild, inside, water

{ipf.),

(pf.), to raise, erect, rear, air

{ipf.),

{pf.), to rise, mount, to glorify, cart-load, war, warrior, round about, wolf, wave, billow, wavy, will, freedom
{ipf),

{pf.), to imagine
{diin. of ),

pile, that is, enmity, time, always, all together

{ipf.), {pf-),

to inspire, to turn
one's brain, {pf.),

to remember, recollect^', to shake the
wings, meeting;--
', to meet me- {ipf-),'
{pf.), to meet

{ipf),- {pf), to

enter



6o VOCABULARY

[ipf.), (/?/.), to

rise (of the sun),, each, every, all, everything

[ipf.),

[pf.], to flash, second, yesterday, you
[ipf.], [pf.],

to bring out

[pf. of), to drink, {pf-), to go out, higher- [ipf.),- (/>/.),

to go out (not on foot), in', you know', secular

B^iKb, century, days', crown, no- [pf-), to believe

B-fepHO, truly- (pop.), certainly' (/.), twig, branch' [dim.), see-'^, wind', twig-, eternal; ', for

ever and ever

Bliii^ift, prophetic, predicting

, [pf.), to divine,

try to guess the future

', where
'-, somewhere, hero

[pi. dim.), eyes;,,, voice61, , deep,

deeper;, deeply, fool

(see Notes), dull, ob-

scure

(/.), dull place-, no- [pf-), to look

(see-)(, ), to

chase, drive away
rnecTPi (), to press, pressure, weight, to bend oneself', nest, to speak

[dim. ), year, mountainous, small town1 (, a, 6), hot,

(fig. -ardent),, head, hunger;,
hungry, voice, light blue, mountain, proud1, proud

rope, grief, woe
(/.), handful, bitter

[.), guest, visitor;, to go visiting, getting ready,, ready, tomb, coffin, thunder, farthing, dreams
rpewfeTb, to rattle,, stern, severe

(/.), breast, chest, grief, sadness(, , ,
), dirty

(/.), dirt,, to walk, rumbling, drone, thrashing-floor

, yes, and (sometimes)
(see Notes)



VOCABULARY 6l

(), (/?/.),,,,,,, to give, far, far [adj.), gift, two1, , movement, belonging to the
house of a noblenian, day, wild, child, bottom, for

[gen.], till, good, good, kind

(/.), (/>/.), to

lead up to, enough, vyealth, -p-feTb (/?/.), to burn
out

(.), rain, till, long, a long time, everlasting, valley, down, small miserable
house, {pL), house;,
at home;, home [adv.), road, way, dear, till satisfied

[ipf.], [pf-], to

come to, to go as far as, (g. pi.), trees(, ), to

slumber, to doze
(see Notes)

[dim.), [pi.),

fuel

(), peasant's sledge, woodcutter

, to tremble, [dim.], -
[pi.), friend, amicably, unani-

mously, grove of leafy trees, oak, thought, to think
[ditn.), sec, spiritually, spirit, soul, fragrant, stifling, smoke, breath, - [pf), to breathe;

[pf.), to blov/, sexton's wife', maiden', occupation, business' [pi. of), children- [adj.), children's', childhood

E, his, scarcely, to her, fir-grove, is, there is, still, yet

, eager, greedy,, it is a pity-, to pity, hot, reaping, to reap, to wait
[adj.), pearled, wife, desire, wish, stomach-, iron



2 VOCABULARY, victim, sacrifice, cruel, hard, alive, to vivify

(/.), life, to live, life (manner of living), buzzing
\pr. ger. of), to

warble, gurgle, , Avarbling,

gurgling

, amusement, fun, sport, care, trouble

[ip/.), -;
{/?/.), -, to forget, envy, to-morrow, howling

{ipf-), [pf-),

to howl-, sacred, to plan, think of

[/-), -
{pi-), to muse, be sad, law(), ,

hardened, used to war,- (p/.), to begin

to boil, corn-bin(), having
shut, {pf-), to flood

{gey. of,-, pf.), to die away
(sound), sink',' {pf.), to

substitute, replace, unanimously, stock, store, to begin to weep
(see the Notes), belated

{ipf.), {pf.),

to be overgrown

{pf.), to bury oneself

(see Notes), evening-red,
dawn, defender, inter-

cessor, to begin to tap

{ipf), {pf),
to congeal

{ipf.), {pf.),

to fall asleep, on the other hand, to choke oneself, to begin to stride', to begin to make a
noise, to call, sound,- {pf.), to sound-,' {pi.), star' {.), wild beast? (pop.) how do you do?, {adj.), sound-, here', to grow green, green, earth, land, soil, earth {adj.), grainy, granulous, winter

{adj.), winter

{ipf-), o- {pf-),

(-, -), to signify,

inean, evil, malice(, , ), mali-

cious, wicked, to know, burning, hot, gold, golden

, and, willow, to play, ideal, to will, wish



VOCABULARY 63-- [ipf.), iisBifeAaTb

(/?/.), to learn, ascertain, exile, banishment, exile

{ipf-),

(pf.), to produce a sound, to spend

{ipf-), }'
{pf.), to tire out, emerald {adj.), out of, ikon, image, or

(",), to look

for1, sincere, full

, every, each, Cossack, («"'/).

Cossack's, , , what, which, as,, Calmuck, {pi.), stone, capricious, picture, made of pasteboard, to roll, to move, dagger, to leave behind', to boil, calumny, stamp, mark, {dim.), book, prince, when
{pi), {shig.),

clav/6=6,,
which

(pop. of), which, bell, ear of corn, cradle-

-, lullaby

(pop.), if61, a, 0, finished

(.), steed, heap
{.), root, to mow, scythe

(/.), {dim.),

bone, sack, wallet, cat, edge, brim, country, beauty, red, beautiful (poet.), flinty, cross

KpecTbHHCKiii, peasant {adj.)

{ipf), {pf.),

to cry out, curved, crooked, bloody
{dim.), little bed, roof, sanguinary

(of combats)

(/.), blood, round about, mug, big, large-grained

{pr. gey. of), to

twirl, whirl, {pi.), wing, rat, no- {pf.), to cover, who;-, some-
body, merchant's wife, - {dim.), fowl's

flesh, tent, shade, sky-blue

(/.), azure, barking
{ger. of ), to

caress



4 VOCABULARY, caresses, kindly, welcomely
(dim.), little hut,, [pi.), lion-, easily1 [pr. part, of),

to lie- [pr. qer. of'), to

fondle, cherish-, [ipf), no-

[perf.], to fly, if, whether; . . ., either

... or, whether ... or

(-, -), to re-

joice1, rejoicing, lyre,, fox, foliage

[dim.], leaf, {pi-), leaf

(,), to pour, hypocritical, face, privation, want, to be glossy, be
sleek, little horse, moon, meadow1, best, ray, beam', lazily', forest', summer,, dear,

amiable

(/.), love11 [pr. part, of),
to love

[pi. of-), people, human

M, small, boy, the little one

[dim.), little one, mother, {pf.), to wave, mast, mist, moment, slowly, shallow, mill, dead, slow coach1, deadening, dream, sword, wink, twinkling of an eye

(/.), grace, favour, dear, past, by, to pass, to be over, minute, moment
[ipf-), (/'/.),

to pass over, peaceful, peace

1, world, baby, infant(), young, abounding in

water
[adv.), MHorie [pi. adj.),

much, many
MH-fe [dat. of ), to me, tomb, [past of), to

be able, my, rumour, praying, prayer, to pray, lightning, prayer, entreating, sea, seaman, to starve, frost, butterfly, darkness, obscurity, sage, wise man



VOCABULARY 65, peasant, little man, music^, Mj'KH ipl-), the tor-

ments, green grass, ant, not clear, turbid, painfully(,), to

run, hurry away quickly, thoughts

(/.), mouse- {pr. gey. of '), to

change', moon, month-,- {pi-), sack, soft, the viands, of meat, rebellious

H, on
{ipf.), !! (/>/.),

to lead on, bring on-, for ever, naked, prize, reward, to thicken, hope

() {instr.), over, above-, to hope, saucily

{ipf.), {pf.),

to name, call, by heart

{p. ger.),-, to eat one's filla6i {p.p. of),
to get wet

{dat. of ), to us

(pf.), to drink one's

fill, to weep enough1, pampered with
pride, national, people

, outwardly, ap-
parently, {pf-),

to bore, to become irk -

some-, to admire suffi-

ciently

{ipf.), {pf.)(), to come, approach1, real

{.ipf-),

{pf-), to step, to . jme, to

begin, to lill up1, p.p. of-
pf., to rush in, to in-

vade, our, not
{adj.), of heaven, sky, heaven; {pi.), innocent, recently, misanthropic, a little', to hate, untruth, bad weather, stormy, indocile, dis-

obedient, incomprehensible611, sincere, not made with
human hands', shy, dissonant, dis-

cordant,, {pf-), to

carry,, indeed ?, indefatigably, un-

tiringly, neither, nor, either, or

,^ cornfield', nowhere , to

thread pearls, nobody

5



66 VOCABULARY

{ipf.), {/)/.),

to descend on, nothing, mill, nothing {adj.), not at all, misery, poverty
HO, but, new, foot, leg

(see Notes), httle

nail

{ipf.), (/>/.),

to move quickly
{adj.), of night
{pr. ger. of ),

to pass the night

(/.), night

!, come !, eh !, ah !, want, need-, now-, tender-, dumb', no, there is not

0, about, old, obsolete, {pf-), to wind
round, wrap up- {p.p.p. of,
pf.), to wait, offence, affront

(/.), see Notes

{p.p-p- of -),to lavish one's caresses

{ipf.), {pf),
to encircle, enclose- {pf-),-
{ipf.), to warm, little ikon (image)1, embrace ; {pL),

arms, of sheepskin,
{pf.), to look round

{.), fire, flame, lonely

,,, one, once
{adj.), in unison-, clad, dressed

(/.), see Notes, anger, irritation, ocean
{dim.), window, {pf.), to

surround, October
{part. p. ), to

wash all over, he; , she; , it;, they, dangerous

{ipf-),

{pf.), to arm- {ipf.),'
{pf), to be freshened, autumn {adj.)

(/.), autumn&, to dispute, con-

trovert, {pf), to

remain, prison, gaol

{ipf),, to

drive away, transport

{ipf), {pf), to

give away, distant, remote, {pf-), to

rest, father

{adj.), open, where from, freedman, comfort, consolatory

(/)/.), {pf),
to shake off

(see Notes),

field for hunting, hunting, hunt, enchantment, outlines, contours
(6ko, sing.), eyes (poet)
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, to fall1 {part.), fallen, fall, chamber, court of

justice, monument
(magn.), big lad, sail

(/>/.), ,
to fall to the lot of, ploughman, to plough!, lirst, before

(i/>/.),

[pf.], to survive, to plough again

(/>/.),-
{ipf.), to overfill, pearl, sand, many-coloured, Peter, to sadden, afflict

(/.), sorrow, sad
nii'iTb,, poet, - (pf-), to v.eep1, weeping, dress, shoulder, fruit, plough, to sail, swim

(//?/.), no- [pf-). to

dance
no, over, through, by

{pr. gey. of-), to obey', everywhere, everywhere, to ruin, destroy, suppressed
(see), to pre-

sent, gift, sop

{ipf-),

[pf-), to take up, sublunar

[ipf.), -;
[pf.], to raise!!, alike, similar

[dim. of,
fern.), companion, friend^, to observe, gnawed, nibbled, pillow, under', street door, house
entrance-' [adv.), like a child, to take advan-
tage of, pick up, forgotten, late [adj.), pillory, disgrace, dishonour

(see), - (pf.), to give to

drink, water, rest, peaceful, field, , to creep,

crawl61, full, absolutely

(/.), midnight

{pf. of ), to

put -, stripe, band .- - .;, striped (see Notes), short fur coat

0.1,, llame

[pf. of -), to admire, glade-, to fade, to remember

[pf. of),
to pray^, to frown

[ipf.),

[pf.), to sink, droop



68 VOCABULARY, to be caught- (see -), career, course, vainly, leaper, dancer, time
{part. p. -), to dishonour, detfame, abode, villager, obedient-, last- [pj-], to have a

look);' {ipf-)', - (/'/), to

make all possible speed, among
i^ipf.), (/?/.),

to send, in the morning
-^^^, kiss

[ipf-), {/?/.),

to sleep, to rest, almost, started, vulgarity, tasteless-

ness, mercy, poet, belt, girdle, waist, right, truth, justice, right, dust, before, beautiful, charm, beauty1, crime, fantastical

[ipf-],

{pf.), to call upon
[ipf-], -

[pf.), to lie down, covered

[p. ger. of-), to adhere to, attraction

[ipf.),

[pf.), to start

[ipf.),

{pf.), to bring, to hide, nature, coming, arrival, whimsical, ca-

pricious

(/.), caprice, whim1, accepting
npiftTii, to arrive, come to16, to become

silent1, agreeable, about, to make one's

way through

{ipf.), -;-
{pf.), -, to awaken

(fig. to rouse, stir up), -, to see

away, off, to pass, prose

{pf. of -),
jingle, ring, to feed (through), {pf.),, to shed tears

{.), shower,
pouring rain, to spill, pour out, to freeze through, to pass rapidly, to be lost

npon-feTb, to sing through, prophet-, enlightenment, to beg, ask for, to forgive;,
farewell

(?/>/.),

{pi.), to wake, awake, cool'1, passer-by, traveller, past
{adj.), parting,

farewell, pond



VOCABULARY 69

[dim.], little bird, shy, skittish, let [introduces wish or

command), vain, empty, desert

(see), [fem.], traveller

[.), way, road, journey, superb, luxurious, tipsy, drunk
niroHbKin [adj. dim.), pied

(horse)', song' (, ), to sing;^ [pf.), to work, serf, indifferently, for the sake of, to rejoice, glad
{payt. p.),,

[p/.), to break to

pieces', to disperse, developed, the highest degree of

heat
{ip/.),--

ipf-), to begin to flame, revelry

[ipf-),

[pf-), to be distributed,

sound
{ip/-), -

(/>/.), to relate, dispersed, wise, to go in different

directions, paradise; {adj.), to shake (asunder), to throw, scatter

pacTii, {past), to grow

{p. part, of-), to tread down,
crush' {ipf-), -fecTii

{pf.), to bloom, open (of

flovers)

(/>/.), {pf.),, to embroider

{ipf.), -
{pf.), to enlarge, ex-

pand, to pull, child, jealousy', to be shy, shrink, native country, birth-

place, native, own by birth, luxurious, mag-
nific

(/.), rye, grove, to hew, chop, mine, gun, musket, hand, arm, mittens

pyccKin, Russian, Russia
[dim.), stream, brook, stream

{dim. of), fish, knight-, i^are {adj.)' (/.), merriment', river-, eyelashes'1, sentence, decision

, to sit down, garden, same, self, oneself

canoni, boots, to be accomplished, to convey



70 VOCABULARY

{ipf.), - [pf.],

reflex., to be fulfilled

{ipf.), [pf.), to

twist, to nest(, ), to

whistle, freedom, free, my, thy, etc., own',' {pf.), to

9ff'1, fresh, star, radiance, bright, to light, shine, give
a light-, torch, light^, light, world^, candle, holy

[ace], self, selves [reflex.

pron.), to-day, just now, village, rural, family, seraph
(see Notes), of my

heart, heart, silvery-, to sit, strength, strong, tomtit, blue

ciflHie, , shining1, to shine, to say, fairy-tale, to tell

[ipf-),

(pf.), to roll off, through, corn-stack

{ipf-),

{pf), to bend, bow

, how much, many, sorrowful

(/.), sorrow,', quickly', to creak, to feel lonely, lonely, dull, glory, famous, glorious, famous, glorious

{pi-),

{sing-), Slav1, sweet, delightfully, sweetly, tear, as if, word, put together, occasion, circumstance,
chance, rumour, hearing, ear, to hear, to look

{ipf-), {pf-),

to shut, close', fearlessly', having mixed', funny, ridiculous, again, sheaf, snow-, snow {adj.), dog
{ipf),

{pf), to rally, gather
(strength)

{instr. of ), oneself, own, bent, harmony, rhyme
{ipf-), (/>/.),

to create

{imper. of),
to hide oneself, sun {adj.), sun, straAV



VOCABULARY 71

coMH-fenie, , doubt, dreamy, sleeping, (. sing.), dream,
sleep, neighbour [/em.], neighbour

coxa, sort of plough, combination, blend-
ing (,), to sleep, calm

cnoKOHCTBie, calmness, repose, productive, successful, among, amidst, to put upright

[ipf.], no- [pf.], to try
[dim.), old woman, old

[pf. ), to become,
begin, trunk

(/.), step(, ), to
extend, stack, to deserve, cost, column, pillar, table, board, so many, so much, to groan, groan,, side, land, no- [pf.), to stand1, suffering, suffering,, to suffer, pilgrim, strange

(/.), passion, to be afraid of, dragon-fly, to strain, hasten, effort, stirrup, harmonious, to be poured forth,
to ripple

, current, stream, cold

!, go along !!1, to be ashamed, shame, court, fate, bustling, restless1, existing, sphinx, happiness, with, from, (httle) son, north
c-fe (;;. of), sad die, grey (headed)', hay

(/.), shade, grey' {.), sower, secret, mys-
terious, secret, such, such, so, thus, there, to drag [reflex, to
trail along)(), to repeat
by heart, hard, firm, thy, theatre- [dat.), [qcn. and ace),, thou', cart, dark, crown of the head, top
of the mount, now, crown of
thorns

THxin, quiet, stillness, quiet, silence1 (), corruption, rot
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TO . . . TO, now . . . then-- [adv. phrase), con-
stantly, crowd, only, to languish, pine, axe, solemnly, distress, pain, , , ', this, that, to sharpen,- [pf.], to demand, alarm, anxiety, to disturb, shake, fear1, , , third, a team of three horses
abreast, pathway, difficult, hard, toil, to play coward, falter, coward, mist, fog, Tunguse, [dim.), storm-cloud, here, thou, darkness^, body' (/.), shade, shadow', to squeeze in

TiJCHbut, narrow, tight, prison, to disturb, over-

burden, heavy (fig. sad)

(/.), heaviness, burden

, near, by
[ipf.), [pf.], to

take, put away' [pf. of '), to

escape, run away
! alas

!

, withering, fading, to guess

, corner, threat, morose, surly, (ipf.),

[pf-), to hang, choke, audacious, daring, to strike, stroke, blow
[ipf.),- [pf.). to

oppress, afflict, horror, supper, already
[pi.), bridle, to find out, learn

[ipf-), [pf.),

to show, point out, secretly, stealthily

[ipf.),- [pf.),

to fly away, to catch, seize, to smile, to touch

[ipf.), [pf.),

to die, funnily, comi-
cally, mind, wit, sense, university, sad, dejected, low-

spirited, discouragement, reproach, harvest, soothed, to serve

[p.p. of), to

fall asleep- [ipf.),- [pf.),

to have time to . . .

[ipf.), {pf.), to

grow weary, tire, tired, tiresomely

[pf.), to

get tired' [ipf.),' [pf.).

to console
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{pi.), ear

{ipf.), (/>/.), to

depart, to learn

, Finn

, hut, praise, dry branches,, the cold, with much ado', bread, corn, cold, although, nearly,, at least, to desire, want {reflex,

iinpers.), MR-fe, I want
(.), guardian

, to reign, rule, kingdom', many-coloured- {pf. of-), flower, gipsies-, whole- (/.), goal' (/.), chain

, tea, private, frequent, thick, close, hour, , , , whose;-, someone's', person, man
{.), worm, overmuch, black, features, honest, honourable, quarter rouble
(see Notes), scale

, sedate, clean, clear, open
?, \vhat?, how, that,, that, in order that, well then !, feeling, wonderful, beautiful, to, strange, sensitive, delicate, tact-

ful---, at the dawn

, to stride, step, silk, to whisper
{pr. ger.),,

to march,1 gravely, sixth, wide, school, schoolboy,, {p. t. of),
to go; {pf.), rustling, window-blinds, noise,1 {pr.p. of-), to

make a noise

,, , , this, that

, south {adj.)

(/.), youth

, I

(/.), reality

.poisonous,malignant, tongue, people, driver, coachman1, bright, bright, clear
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